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OSH in Germany

 OSH: Measures for Safety and Health of employees at work

 Context: - Prevention of accidents at work

- occupational diseases

- work-related health risks (incl. user-friendly design)

+ - working hours

- protection of vulnerable groups

(e.g. young workers, expectant mothers)

Not Included in OSH

 Labour relations (labour contracts, collective agreements)



 Technical and social OSH establ. in the 19th century in Prussia
 In 1839 King Friedrich Wilhelm III. enforced the Prussian Provision

> This industrial code obliged employers to implement measures for the
protection of their workers > term of „Occupational Safety“ was introduced

 Since 1893 the safeguarding of the industrial workers against
- accidents
- illness  and
- risk of invalidity and age
was encouraged

 1883 Health Insurance
 1884 Accident Insurance
 1889 Pension Insurance

History



History

Tombstone of

a child which
had a fatal
accident
during the
ringing of the
church bell,
1783



 Labour Protection Law
enforcement of the EU Framework Directive into German Law

 Safety at Work Act
Act for employers’ obligation to appoint company ph, Safety Engineers and other
experts on safety at work
1.  OSH and Acc.Prev. provisions to be complied by the specific operational conditions
2. fundamental occupational healths and safety relevant expertise are realised
3. OSH & Acc.Prev. measures achieve high efficiency and effectiveness

 Statutory Accident Insurance Law (SGB IV)
legal mandate for prevention and defense of work related health risks for the accident
insurance institutions

 Work Place Provisions
 Dangerours Substances provision
 Accident Prevention Provisions

Constitutional legal provisions



 The employer shall have the duty to ensure the safety and
health in every aspect related to work

 The employer has to control the effectiveness of OSH
measures introduced and – if necessar – to adopt them to
new conditions

 Where an employer enlists competent external services
or persons, this shall not discharge him from his
responsibilities

 The workers’ obligations in the field of safety and health
at work shall not affect the principle of the responsibility
of the employer

Employers’ obligations

See also EU-Framework Directive
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Jurisdiction in OSH

Organisation



Labour Court
Panel of judges
1 Chief Judge
2 Honorary Judges - 1 representative of the Employers‘ organisation

1 representative of the Employees‘ organisation

Honorary Judges are appointed via recommendation-lists for the trade
unions and the employers‘ associations

The votes of all three judges have the same value.

Normally the votes are in unison
but: a minority opinion of one judge is possible

Jurisdiction in OSH



Employers don‘t have the legal
demand for a specific risk assessment

Case:

A worker in a Steel Factory was working in the cellar of the casting house to dispose
sand, which was falling down from the converter belt.

For this he had available a shovel, a vacuum cleaner and a pushcart
As well as the relevant personal protective equipment.

A safety engineer made a risk assessment of the work place and
established a documenation of risks and protective and preventative means.

But: The worker demanded a specific risk assessment for evaluating his work place and
provided exact specifications, which he thought are relevant for the RA.

Some cases (1)



Reasons for the Judgement

According to the judges an employee has the right – according to
§ 5 ArbSchG an employee has the right to ask the employer for
the implementation of a risk assessment of the working
conditions.

But: an employee can not provide the criteria for a specific
risk assessment, which he believes are relevant

Some cases (1)



Termination of labour relation because of not following
safety instructions is invalid

Case
A machine operator had clean a metal-press together with another worker and

started up the press again by hand. His colleague got caught in some back-
and forth moving parts of  the press and lost the top of his little finger.

The employer terminated the labour relation of the machine operator without
notice.

The machine operator sued his employer to withdraw the termination

Some cases (2)



The disrespect of safety instructions is in general a violation of duties which
indeed can justify an immediate termination of labour relations.

But in this specific case, a prior notice of the disrespect would have been
necessary as the safety instructions of the employer were not exclusively
excluding the operation of the press during cleaning and with a person
beeing in the safety zone.

Furthermore the employer has silently tolerated the procedure for cleaning the
machine some times before.

Result: The machine operator succeeded.

Some cases (2)

Reasons for the Judgement

But of course in cases of gross or even wilful negligence a termination is justified



No compensation for pain and suffering

Some cases (3)

Case
An assistant of a veterinarian got bitten by a cat during a
medical examination. An infection caused a long
heeling process and the assistant even needed to get some prosthesis and is
suffering from the bite.

 She sued her employer – the veterinarian – for compensation for pain
and suffering.



The injury happened during work and therefore it has been a work accident.
Work accidents are generally covered by the accident insurance for several
reasons:

- The accident insurance will always have the financial means for
compensation, more than any individual employer

- The relation between employer and employee will not suffer due to the fact
that the injured person will directly and only communicate and argue with the
accident insurance

A direct financial compensation for pain and suffering from the employer will
only be acceptable, if he acted at least by gross negligence, which here was
not the case.

Some cases (3)

Reasons for the Judgement
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